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Cloud computing is the use of computing resources that are delivered as a
service over a network. It enables users to access to virtually unlimited computing
power and varieties of information. International wise, cloud computing concept is
mature both in commercial applications and enterprise organisation/internal cloud
infrastructure planning. This research on telecommunication migration to cloud
computing is to program and guide this migration and integration.
The main research includes following aspects: migration and integration
introduction; detailed requirement report; migration and integration programming;
introducing, evaluation, and analysing the contents; drafting detailed layout and
design; virtualised environment preparation; and verification of the transplanted
application.
Based on this program, research achievements of this dissertation are described
as follow: 
1. The reprogram of migration order and method, based on cloud computing
infrastructure plan, forms the final migration layout. The reprogram process
includes identified migration range and target at system assess and analysis,
assess application via system assess tools and interviews, infrastructure
programming from migration scenario design and virtualisation applicability
analysis.
2. Application was successfully run on cloud computing platform by testing
functions, performances and stability after virtualised hardware application
system.
According to the the migration of cloud computing, all functions of this program
were verified to meet required specifications. This digital campus program has
already been officially launched at one of the operator. And the whole














         















         
[1] Software and Hardware Techniques for x86 Virtualization.VMware Inc.2009
[2] VMware Infrastructure:http://www.vmware.com/cn/product/vi/
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